Doctorate in Complex Systems for Life Sciences

Minutes of the meeting of the Teachers' Board, 11/6/2018, 5 p.m., Physics Department, V. Giuria 1, Turin, Italy
(Unofficial translation)

Present:
Caselle, Cordero, Cutrupi, Oliviero, Fiorio Plà, Munaron, Sangiolo, Giraudo, Pagnani, Guiot, De Bortoli, Serini, Primo, Retta, Preziosi, Venturino, Bussolino,
Justified: Mancardi, Calogero
They are also present: Prof. Elisa Ficarra, Dr. Marco Scianna (college XXXIV).

Agenda
1. Previous "Telematic Consultations" approval
2. BITS Congress Sponsorship Sponsorship Approval
3. Second competition for admission to the doctorate, scholarships offered by GSK
4. D-Day 2018
5. Final Cycle XXXI and Annual reports, calendar.
6. Last XXX Cycle XXX students, definitions given and commission appointment.

(...omissis...)

5.Final Cycle XXXI and Annual reports, calendar.
Cycle XXXI Reports will be placed towards the end of September. By the end of July the Tutors should indicate dates to send to Auditors and possible names (2, better 3)
As established at the beginning of Cycle XXXI, in order to obtain admission to the final exam you will need to have a publication, of the "research article" type in a peer-reviewed journal, with indication of UniTo affiliation.
The Coordinator requests that the Rules of Procedure clauses be put to the vote.
to apply for this decision:

1. The article may be in "submissive for publication" status, provided it is accepted or with Referees indicating "minimum revision" (Minor revision or Minor changes).
The Board unanimously approves.

2. Articles in which the Student does not appear as the first Author will also be admitted, as long as the article is congruent with the thesis.
The Board unanimously approves.

3. It is also proposed to exclude from the obligation of the published article the "industrial" students, i.e. those who have carried out the research period relating to the Ph.D. in a company.
The Board unanimously approves.

All decisions are approved unanimously by those present.
The meeting is closed at 7 p.m.
The Coordinator.
Prof. Michele De Bortoli